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"ARCHIMEDES"- MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
11103  Belgrade, Serbia, Dečanska br. 6,  po. box 88 

Tel.: (011) 3245382  &  3245383,  Fax: 3245383 
 Curr.Account: 170 766 44 i 205 1104724, VAT 100067193 

E-mail:  arhimed1@eunet.rs    Sites: www.arhimedes.rs & www.mislisa.rs 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    No. 5820/2014- 2                         Basic text                                 Belgrade, 01.09.2014. 

CALL 
For participation in mathematical competitions 

"Mislisa - 2015" 
FOR STUDENTS PS & SS 

Before this material should first read the general information (5820-1). 
There is also a brief information about the competition (5820-3) 

 

And this school year to continue with the "Mislisa". This is an appeal, with excerpts from the propo-sition, 
the National Mathematical Contest "Mislisa in 2015." Competition "Mislisa" orga-nizujemo modeled on 
international mathematics competition "Kangaroo" (short "Kangaroo"). In doing so, we performed some 
changes which, in our opinion, represent significant improvements, ie. competition are technically simpler 
and pedagogically acceptable (tests per grade, etc..). In addition, the "Mislisa" has two levels: the basic 
level and finals (national level).  

            "Archimedes" is still on 6 December 2005 by the Ministry of Education and Sports has received 
written approval / support no. 6-00-705 / 2005-06 in Serbia is organizing such an event.  

In the past nine years (2006-2014) at the "Mislisa" was attended by about 271,500 students (7100 + 
14100 + 27600 + 28200 + 33200 + 35700 + 37100 + 41300 + 47.200 - rounded to hundreds). This school 
year, mathematical competition "Mislisa" organize a tenth time.           

EXCERPT FROM THE PROPOSITION (reminder) 

1. What is the competition and that his goal?  

           Such mathematical competition (competition) will be held simultaneously in many country-ma. The 
aim of the competition "Mislisa" is the popularization of mathematics, developing interest in it among a 
greater number of students, to motivate students to learn mathematics with pleasure (through the 
resolution of fine and interesting tasks) and the development of logical-combinatorial abilities of students, 
expanding the mathematical culture among young people, encouraging students the deeper adoption of 
content of school mathematics and motivation to participate in other contests and competitions. Moto 
competition: mathematics for all (or at least most), without selection, elimination heats, rangovanja and 
finals for school. Each participant receives a certificate of participation and an appropriate gift, and they 
are successful and beautiful reward or praise. The most successful athletes-individuals will be invited to 
Belgrade for the Republican finals, where they will also have the opportunity to win prizes and 
commendations, especially the special award (summer, for 4 candidates).  

2. Who can participate in this competition?  

            Can participate every student who wants it - from the second grade to fourth year high school. 
The main difference between this competition and the traditional competition is its mass, and the ability to 
suddenly check the knowledge of a large number of students.  

3. When and where the event takes place?  

            Competition (basic level) will be held on March 12, 2015 (Thursday) at 12 hours (possible shift 
for half an hour), and the assignments is: the second grade of elementary school 75 minutes for other 
grades: 90 minutes; with introductory explanations of the division of materials: the second grade of 
primary school to 90 minutes for other grades up to 100 minutes. Students work test (solving tasks) in the 
school; So, for your students in your school. No preliminaries. Attention !, dates of the competition 
"Misliaša" and "Knegur" are different (at the request of DMS).  
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4. What is the only competition (test-tasks, answering, scoring)  

    The competition is individual and it looks like a game. Registered students take the test (the task by 
grade) who in their school plays a major organizer ("Archimedes"). Test 2 times. There are 15 tasks, and 
for each of the other grades by 25 items (in Serbian). Tasks are sorted by weight, with five of answers to 
each task (A, B, C, D, E), of which only one is correct. Response indicates that the student (enrolled) on a 
separate answer sheet (Lists-tables for answers also sends "Archimedes"). Clean paper for working 
students (Abstract) provides schools or making disciples. Explanation answers are not written. Student 
submits a list-table with the answers, and I test remains in students. Tasks are divided into three groups: 
2nd grade with 5 tasks; for other grades 8 + 9 + 8 tasks (in the first group are very light and often 
humorous tasks, in the second - a little heavier in the third - more difficult, ie. nonstandard tasks) and are 
scored 3, 4 or 5 points. Thus, a participant of the competition "Mislisa" can win in 2nd grade at most 60, 
and in other grades up to 100 points. Strives to be the content of the tasks to be interesting to them 
solving student pleases. In fact we are, in the opinion of the participants in the last 9 years, it succeeded. 
Not allowed to use a calculator and various manuals. Everything should be conducted according to the 
operating instructions which, together with the assignments, the school receives from us.  

            As an exception, but only for students in lower grades of primary school, the tests can be at the 
school to translate into other languages (Hungarian, Romanian, ...) and multiply (commission) 
immediately prior to the competition, where are handled by additional instruction (for schools requested 
prior to 02/12/2015). Translation test shall be "Archimedes" along with the answer sheet.  

5. How and where to check (review) respond?  

    Sheets (table) with the answers immediately after conclusion of the competition (and no later than the 
next day) delivered "Archimedes" in the verification and processing. In the same shipment are sent and 
completed questionnaires about the competition (or sent separately within a day or two). After checking 
(which should be at least a month), ie. about 15 April 2015, each school, who took part in the competition, 
receives a report with the results arranged (by grade - for each participant in the competition, even in 
groups of tasks). So far we have, regardless of the large number of participants, always on time, said the 
school provided the results of the competition.  

6. Who and what participants receive awards competition?  

            All competitors receive a certificate of participation at the competition (a similar pattern as in other 
countries), and gifts, and delivers them "Archimedes". The best athletes, the grades of "Archimedes" 
receive appropriate recognition: a diploma with special gifts (usually some nice mathematical or other 
books, etc..) Or praise. The most successful athletes (with 100% of the points) are invited to Belgrade (19 
April 2015) on the Republican finale in which are also awarded prizes (I, II, III), and praise, and for 
students with the best results in the final are provided by four special first Prize (super-awards): 
"Archimedes" summer School on Tara or Silver Lake (in July 2015). Schools need to adequately evaluate 
these awards. "Archimedes" also gives awards (honors and gifts) and school teachers-participants in the 
organization of the competition (only if you submit a list of members of the work team). Regional 
organizations can also reward-đivati most successful students in their areas. Same school should also, 
according to their ability, to reward their best competitors and teachers-organizers of the competition-
duration. We recommend that the delivery of acknowledgments perform at the ceremony.  

7. As the competition is funded? What is the fee?  

           The competition is self-financed by membership fees each participant-athletes in a symbolic 
amount. The funds collected are used to cover the costs of competition (reproduction notices, instructions, 
tests and answer sheets, printing of certificates, diplomas, praise and thanksgiving, for envelopes, 
postage and administrative costs, appropriate publications, VAT, etc..), And most of the awards and gifts 
to the participants of the competition "Mislisa".  

           To participate in this year's competition-competition "Mislisa" shall be paid "Archimedes" 100 
dinars per student- if paid before the end of 2014, the year, or 150 per student - for payments after 
January 1, 2015. Payment is made to the current account "Archimedes" no. 170-766-44 reference 
number (approval) 09-5820 (this number is entered in the lower right rectangle on the payment slip). 
Purpose of payment: fee for the "Mislisa", or only briefly: "Mislisa" for ............ students (number of 
students). Payment is made by the coordinator or school for all registered students. Copy of payment 
coordinator responsible for the implementation of competition in school to be enclosed in "Archimedes" 
along with the application for the competition. For the paid membership fee payer receives a bill (which 
will be sent immediately after payment or together with tests), and the students become members of the 
Club "Mislisa" within the MD "Archimedes" and receive a membership card that is registered in the paid 
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membership fee (for 2015). Please do not perform individual payments for students. For subsequent 
registrants students also performed pooled (pooled) payments. To cover the cost of the competition at 
school (for paper, pens, postal charges, etc..) and the rewards and favors given to participants of the 
competition gives school itself, can be collected from students at most to 50 dinars (as an attachment).  

           We recommend that for your students costs (in whole or in part, especially the aforementioned 50 
dinars), borne by the school, a donor or sponsor (because it is not great).  

8. How to properly organize a competition in the school ?.  

          The school wants its students participate in this contest through a teacher, math teacher and in 
other suitable ways (posters on the bulletin board, wall paper, school paper, local media over the math 
section, of course, if all that exists) to inform students about competition (target substance, time, place 
and manner of organization, recognition of the results and other important elements) and motivate them to 
apply. This action may help, and the students themselves (often in that very inventive). After the decision 
on the participation in the competition, in cooperation with school selects the operating body (team, 
committee) for the implementation of competition in schools. It consists of a teacher - coordinator (only 
one for the whole school) and teacher-assistants (not all be the mathematicians). Exceptionally, if more 
than 45 students second grade of elementary school, then, with the main coordinator may choose an 
extra coordinator for second grade elementary school. Coordinator is the responsible person who 
communicates with "Archimedes", sends the application takes care of the respect of contest rules, 
through him, the principal shall be submitted to the tests (tasks), and other materials, he responds to their 
proper use, return sheets (table) with answers et al.  

          The competition in school should be conducted strictly according to the instructions, which, 
together with the tasks and lists (tables) to answer the school receives from the "Archimedes". In this 
guide specifies what should be done Coordinator and teacher, charged with enforcing competition in 
school:  

         - The receipt of required materials (tests, answer sheets, gifts, etc..)  

         - To familiarize competitors with the rules-propositions,  

         - Schedule of students and teachers on duty in the premises, so that it is copying (of the correct 
implementation of the competition will depend on the validity of the results, the reputation of the 
competition and the school authority of the teacher),  

         - To familiarize competitors with the conditions of the competition and the proper way of filling up the 
answer sheets,  

         - Properly filling out the lists of participants of the competition (by grade)  

         - Submission of the "Archimedes" list-table with answers and lists of competitors (all arranged by 
grade). and so on.  

          Instruction is the same as before. Should be studied. Posted and on our websites.  

9. How is the registration for the competition? How to fill out an application?  

          Applications are school and coordinator of the school's name. Some students and teachers can 
send individual applications.  

          To log in using an entry form, which is enclosed, and can be downloaded and from our sites. Can 
be copied to the required number of copies. The application can be written or filled in even-handed, but 
clearly, or halfprinted letters in Cyrillic. Illegible or incomplete applications can not be accepted. Reporting 
can not be done over the phone.  

          In the case of a larger number of students for each class shall be filled in a separate application. If 
the total number of students applying for small (less than 45), we can fill only one application, but to go 
from junior to senior classes. In all cases, the second class shall be filled in a separate application. First 
enter all required information about the school and coordinator. Sign schools you do not enter (it 
determine and bring to me). Class entering Arabic numerals (for each student). As a rule, labels (indices) 
classes are not entered.  

           When making a list of students first write surname and name. Within each class, students 
enrolling in alphabetical order by last name. Categories for points and a note left empty. Points will be 
enrolled after checking the accuracy of responses ("Archimedes").  

          Each application is written (copied) in two copies: one is sent to us and the other stays at 
school (at the coordinator or director) for reconciliation when schools deliver results.  

           Applications should be sent to our address (regular mail, not recommended): 
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                            "ARHIMEDES",            "ARHIMEDES" 

                              Po.box 88             or     Dečanska br. 6 

                            11103 Beograd              11000 Beograd 

Schools in Belgrade application can bring directly into the "Archimedes" (Decanska 6).  

          With the applications are submitted, and evidence of payment (slip copy). Current account is 
170-766-44 and call number: 09-5820. Purpose of payment: Membership for "You" or just "Mislisa" 
for students .......... (number). Recipient: "Archimedes" Belgrade, Decanska 6  

         If you have e-mail and access the Internet, with sites www.arhimedes.rs or www.mislisa.rs  
you can download an entry form, fill it in on the computer or by hand (in the manner explained above) 
and send it to our e-mail address: arhimed1@eunet.rs or by mail.  

         However, we recommend email as a safe way. Neither tel. / Fax is not reliable (often the 
document is unreadable). Possibly send applications by fax can be used for control.  

         The deadline for applications 12 February 2015. Many will help if you submit the application 
before the deadline, in accordance with the instructions, in order to timely prepare the required 
number of tests for the competition, rewards and membership cards, pack and send time. So it is 
cheaper. You can send and amendment application (subsequent report).  

10. How to get the results of the competition?  

         As stated in the item. 5, after checking (through the month, around 04/15/2015.) Every school, 
who took part in the competition (basic level), we report the results for the school arranged for all 
participants. As stated, the participation in the contest, each participant receives a certificate at the 
competition and appropriate gift for those later successfully sending awards and commendations. All 
this refers to the basic level of competition. At the finals in Belgrade will be awarded special prizes. It 
is desirable that each school orga-nizuje solemn promotion of student participation in the competition, 
with the delivery of acknowledgments.  

         All information relating to this competition can be obtained on our website: www.arhimedes.rs, 
as well as on a special website: www.mislisa.rs           

11. Finally, some of the messages.  

          Please respect the deadlines and work to implement the instructions, in order to avoid 
misunderstandings. And as you can see in the "mean" is simple, timely, professional and pedagogical 
correctly (registration, organization, tasks, delivering results).  

         We hope that this time the students, teachers and of course, enjoy the task.  

         Quests from the competition "mean" (2006 -2014. Whatever.) We published in special 
collections (primary and secondary schools, a total of 18 collections), which are available in 
"Archimedes". 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8th grade primary school we published collection of preparatory tasks 
for the competition (with solutions) for the "mean" and some other competitions (7 collections). These 
collections (total of 25) are the repository of over 4000 fine tasks.  

         Some 12 March 2015 be mathematically holiday in your school and in schools across Serbia, 
as it was past nine years (2006-2014). Let's all together to make it so! So far, the number of 
participants grew rapidly from year to year.  

         Contribute to and keep that in the 10th year of "mean" to be a record number of participants! 
Thank you for your past and future cooperation!  

  How is it so far, you can read the attached "mean" - GOOD! at the end of the first general 
information. Not bad recall ....  

         We remind that on 16 May 2015 held the traditional mathematical tournament - team 
Mathematical Olympiad primary and secondary schools in Serbia in mathematics. Then in Belgrade 
will also be mathematically holiday.  

          

         Thank.  

      We wish you a successful school year 2014/2015. year! 

"ARCHIMEDES" – 41  YEAR ! 

MS "ARHIMEDES"   
1. october – Day of "Archimedes" 


